Abstract
Introduction
In the study of wireless sensor network routing algorithms, a hierarchical routing algorithm has more advantages than a planar routing algorithm [1] , which can make the wireless sensor node to reduce its energy consumption and prolong survival time, thus make the whole network can work for a long time.
Currently, there are some researchers apply the intelligent optimizational algorithm to WSN routing protocol, to help WSN to look for the optimal network routing plan [4] [5] [6] [7] .
LEACH [2] and PEGASIS [3] are considered as the classic methods in a hierarchical routing algorithm to solve the problem of energy saving. Combining with the LEACH algorithm clustering topology and PEGASIS multiple jump chain communication mode, this paper puts forward a hybrid quantum evolutionary algorithm based on the high efficiency and energy-saving wireless sensor network routing algorithms, which keeps the advantages of LEACH and PEGASIS algorithms, abandons their deficiency; and through optimizing cluster head selection strategy makes topological structure more reasonable and the cluster head distribution more uniform, ultimately reduces energy consumption and makes the whole network survival period effectively improve. 2 
System Description

1. Network Model
This paper assumes that wireless sensor nodes are randomly distributed in a square target area. Sink is deployed out of the area, the energy is supposed infinite, the position of sink and sensor nodes are known and fixed, and nodes know their current surplus energy, wireless transmitting power can be adjusted according to the length of receiver's distance. According to the characteristics of network model in this paper, the method of combination of centralization and distribution is used to construct network routing link.
Energy Model
Wireless communication energy consumption is the main part in WSN, this paper uses the network energy consumption model in literature [2] . Sending k bits data to the position of distance d , the energy consumption is:
Inside the expression, elec E is the energy consumed by the wireless receiving and sending circuit. fs  is the energy ratio coefficient consumed by the signal amplifier when 0 dd  , this time free space model is adopted, the energy loss is proportional to 
The energy consumption of fusing k bits data information:
The Mathematical Programming Model
Assume the network has n nodes which needs to be divided into m clusters, and each cluster has a link coming from the nodes in traversal cluster, the square of distance is ij C between nodes i and j , the solving goal is to obtain the minimum sum of squares of distance.
Variables are defined as follows: 
In the expression, s represents the link starting point set, r represents link endpoint set. In this model, z in expression (4) represents the objective function; constraint (5) guarantees each node access only by one link; Constraints (6) and (7) are used to eliminate subcycle and form the head and end nodes of link.
Solving based on Hybrid Quantum Evolutionary Algorithm
In order to obtain the optimal solution described by mathematical programming model, this paper improves quantum evolutionary algorithm [8] , combines with some concepts of particle swarm optimization algorithm [9] to get a kind of hybrid quantum evolutionary algorithm. This hybrid algorithm can enrich the optimal behavior and process, and increase the ability of searching speed and global search. The improvement of algorithm is mainly from quantum coding and quantum revolving door.
Quantum Coding
Quantum population is defined as quantum history optimal individual and population global optimal quantum individual. For simplicity, this paper limits quantum bit probability α and β as real, the geometric express of plane quantum bit Ψ is shown as formula (8), and Φ is the quantum phase angle. 
Update of the Quantum Gate
In quantum revolution algorithm, the state switch is realized through quantum transforming door. According different problems, there are several quantum transforming door to choose: Exclusive or gate, Hadamard transforming door [10] , and revolving door [11] . This paper references the literature [12] and [13] , adopts quantum revolving door to realize the state switch. In quantum revolving door, quantum rotation direction and angle are chosen according to the look-up table [13] . Although in the look-up table under different conditions the rotation angle is different, but the angle in each case is fixed, it is easy to make quantum population appear "premature" phenomenon or slow convergence speed. This paper improves the adjustment strategy of quantum revolving door, and its core thought is: quantum in evolution will rotate to global optimal quantum best g P with probability  , if it does not satisfy the conditions then it will rotate to the optimal best i P in the history of the quantum. The computation formula of probability is as follows:
Hereinto t is the times of current iteration, and T is the sum of iterations. This makes quantum can keep diversity and rough granularity searching global space in evolutionary initial stage, and in the middle and late stages it rotates gradually toward to the global optimal quantum to guarantee the convergence.
Cataclysm
When the operation gets into the local optimum, the current optimal individual is kept to produce other individuals, steps into the next phase of evolutionary, and jumps out of local optimal solution. In the algorithm the evolution threshold is set, if the continuous not-updated algebra of global optimal value of algorithm succeeds evolution threshold value, then the current optimal individual is kept to initialize other individuals again.
Fitness Calculation
After the update of quantum location every time, quantum individual is used to do observation and decoding to get link coding, and according to formula (4) to calculate the objective function value Z , the fitness is:
Solving Steps
The execution procedure of hybrid quantum evolutionary algorithm is as follows.
Step 1: initialize quantum population; Step 2: compute each quantum individual fitness value, update best i P and best g P ; Step 3: execute quantum rotation, update 
Cluster Head Election Strategy Optimization
In the cluster head selection stage, many researchers consider to construct the minimum spanning trees [14] which cover all cluster head with the sink as root, or the nearest cluster head link [15] [16] . These strategies all adopt multiple-jump way to communicate, and in the hierarchical routing algorithm of clusters it is shorter than single-jump communication length, which has better energy saving effect. But these strategies only consider distance factors, easily cause the distribution disequilibrium situation of cluster head.
This paper improves the election method of cluster head, comprehensively considers of the node own residual energy and the distance to target node, rather than just according to the length of distance to choose cluster head. This breaks invariable pattern about the election of 6 cluster head according to the father cluster head, makes cluster head tend to change, and balances the energy consumption of cluster head.
The improved cluster head selection process is, at first, in the network selecting the node as a father cluster head with the largest ratio that residual energy to sink distance (formula (11)), and adding into the cluster head link. Then taking the end nodes in cluster head chain as destination node periodically, searching for the nodes with the maximum right values as the cluster head from clusters which are still not joining in cluster head chain, adding them into the cluster head chain, and eventually form a cluster head link.
Weights calculation formula is: 2 / tan eight oneself W Energy Dis ce  (11) In the expression, oneself Energy is the surplus energy of node, Distance is the distance to target node. Figure 2 is the comparison of network survival period of method A before and after optimization. Method A after optimization its first node's death delays nearly 200 rounds than former, and in general it is near the effect of method B. 
The Results Analysis
In order to evaluate the performance of routing protocol, this paper adopts Matlab to do simulation. In the 100m×100m square area, randomly 100 nodes are deployed, the number of cluster head is 5% of the node number, the sink is located at (50, 150). Node initial energy is 0.3 J , hereinto elec E is set as 50 / nJ bit , fs ε takes 10
of the data fusion energy is set 5 / nJ bit , the size of data packet fusion maintains 2000 bit before and after data fusion.
These nodes uses hybrid quantum evolutionary algorithm to calculating optimal routing link, in the simulation the number of quantum populations is set as 20, the iterative time is 1000 generations, catastrophe threshold is 50.
With the aid of the proposed hybrid quantum evolutionary algorithm, an optimal link structure is obtained (Figure 3) . The links among nodes are very compact, this is also the advantage of apply the intelligent optimization algorithm in this problem. In Figure 3 the sum of square of distance is 7456, in the same situation, the value of PEGASIS is 20573, it is higher than this algorithm. Therefore this kind of link optimization can greatly shorten communication distance among nodes; it is helpful to reduce the energy consumption and lowdown the delay. Figure 4 is the life cycle line chart about the networks of ACH, PEGASIS and HERA algorithm, hereinto HERA-1 represents cluster head election using HERA algorithm with minimum spanning tree, HERA-2 represents HERA algorithm after cluster head optimization. From the chart, HERA-1 and HERA-2 compare with LEACH and PEGASIS, they significantly extend the network life, and this is because through hybrid quantum evolutionary algorithm they all get the shortest routing path. In the comparison with same route and different cluster head election, HERA-2 head node death is later about 200 rounds than HERA-1, which indicates optimizing the selection of cluster head with comprehensive consideration of distance and power factor, can better save energy and ensure node energy balance. Figure 5 represents the energy variance of every algorithm and nodes for each round; it reflects the network energy consumption balance. From the diagram PEGASIS and LEACH remains at high position, at the same time the fluctuation is obvious; this indicates their energy consumption is not balanced. The link structure and the cluster head election of HERA-1 and HERA-2 are reasonable, so before a large number of nodes die the energy consumption variance can still maintain at a low position, only in the later period the node's rapid death brings influence and appears higher value. At the same time, comparing with HERA-1 and HERA-2 the cluster head selection is more reasonable, the network energy consumption is more balance. Figure 6 expresses the relationship between the node average network life (half nodes die) and the sink position. In the diagram x axis coordinates of sink keeps 50. The Y axis coordinates increases from 150 to 400. From which HERA-1 and HERA-2 with the increase of monitoring area and sink distance the network life reduces the slowest, the reduced amplitude are 47% and 44% respectively, and LEACH and PEGASIS are 65% and 62% respectively. The average life of HERA-2 nodes is also higher than other algorithms; this means no matter selecting from whether routing link construction or cluster head, the method of HERA-2 is more reasonable. 
Figure 5. Comparison of Energy Variance
Summary
This paper proposes a kind of high efficiency and energy-saving of wireless sensor network clustering routing algorithm HERA based on hybrid quantum evolutionary algorithm. In this algorithm, the network is divided into several clusters; the nodes in the clusters connect into a multiple jump communication link, and hybrid quantum evolutionary algorithm is used to get the optimal clustering group chain method, which makes the total distance of link shortest. In the communication between cluster head and sink, in order to further reduce energy consumption and maintain node energy equilibrium, using the method of comparing node residual energy and target distance to select cluster head, via multiplejumps through other cluster head to transfer the collected data to sink. Simulation experiments show that HERA can prolong the working life of nodes and network, and maintain node energy balance, and at the same time, in the condition of sink changing which also can maintain good performance. Because in the condition with certain distance, the position of sink will produce great influence to the work life of WSN, in the next work, according to the position of sink to dynamically build routing network will be considered, this kind of influence should be reduced to minimum.
